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The primary objective of this paper is to investigate the convergence of 
sequences of Pade approximants for meromorphic functions of the form 
In Theorem 6 we give simple conditions on the Ai and ai which imply con- 
vergence of diagonal sequences which lie above the principal diagonal in 
the PadC table. We conclude that certain P-fractions associated with F(x) 
converge uniformly on compact sets bounded away from the poles. 
In the first part of the paper we show that Pad& approximation may be 
viewed, from an algebraic point of view, as a theory of best rational approx- 
imation in a field of formal power series. The approximation is relative to 
a discrete valuation, This point of view stresses the many similarities with 
the theory of best rational approximation of real numbers as encountered 
in number theory [I, p. 1541. 
BEST APPROXIMATION AND P-FRACTIONS 
Let 3 denote the family of formal power series of the form 
F(x) = COX-~ + c~x-~+l + “’ + c&@ + cj,, + “‘, 0) 
with complex coefficients. iJ is a field and we may view the field R of 
rational functions, as imbedded in 3. In fact 3 is the completion of ‘% rela- 
tive to the metric p(F, G) = v(F - G), where y is the discrete valuation 
dF) = gN 
if F(X) zz COXeN + CIXdN+l + ***9 cO f O 
if F(X) = 0. 
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The following theorem is easily proved in a manner similar to Theorem 5.1 
in [3]. 
THEOREM 1. For every FE 5 and for every pair (m, n) of nonnegative 
integers, there exists a unique rational function of the form 
Fm,nW = pm.nWxNQnwb% 
where P,,,(x) and Q&X) are polynomials satisfying: 
(0 deg Pm., < n, 
(ii) deg Qm,, < m, and 
(iii) for all polynomials P, Q satisfying (i) and (ii), respectively, we have 
PV’, Pm.nlxNQmaJ 6 PC& PIxNQ). 
Furthermore, p(F, F,,,) < ~J(F) min{Zm, 2-“} and hence for every sequence 
of distinct pairs (mi , n,), FW,,n, -+ F in the sense of the metric p. 
The polynomials P,,, and Qm,n are normalized so that they are relatively 
prime and em,%(O) = 1. The rational function F,,, is called the (m, n)-Pad& 
approximant of F. We refer to convergence in the sense of the metric p as 
formal convergence. 
We will now describe in terms of the valuation q~ the algorithm for gen- 
erating the P-fraction as given by Magnus in [2]. 
Let FE 5 and set b, = c,x-~ + ... + cN-@ + cN . We think of b, as 
the “integral part” of F and FO* = F - b, as the “fractional part.” Indeed, 
q(b,) > 1 and v(F,,*) < 1. Now if F,* # 0, it has a formal reciprocal in 3 
of the form FI = cL’)x-~~ + ~:l)x--~l+l + ***. Similarly we define b, and 
FI;*. If FI* # 0 we may write in 5 
F = b, + (b, + (l/&W, 
where F2 has the form c(‘)x-~z + c”)x- N 1 2 +1 0 + . . . . Continuing the process 
inductively one obtains a finite or infinite sequence of b, , which are polynom- 
ials in l/x. For the P-fraction thus derived, Magnus [2] proved the following 
interesting facts; 
(a) The P-fraction for the series xkF(x), when k < iV, generates all 
the distinct rational functions in the sequence {X’Pm,N-k+m : m = 0, 1, 2,...} 
and, when k > N, it generates the distinct members of {x~F,-~+~,~ : m = 
0, 1,2,...). It follows that the P-fractions generate all the Pad6 approximants 
of F. 
(b) The P-fractions for F terminates if and only if F corresponds to a 
rational function. 
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REPRESENTATIONS FOR F,Jx) 
Let A m,n denote the persymmetric determinant I c,++ 1 where 0 < i < m, 
0 <j < m and let A,,,(x) and AL,, denote the corresponding determinants 
obtained from A,,, by replacing the first row by 1, x,..., xm and 
c n+m+i Y’**> 
[3, p. 243];cn+i ’ 
respectively. The following formulas are established as in 
and 
If Ll,, f 0, then Qm.,& = &,,CWL~, , (2) 
F(x) xNQ,,,(x) - P,,,(x) = (A,-,,,)-l f A:;,x~+~+~. (3) 
i=O 
It follows from (3) that 
P m,n+lQm.n - Pm.nQm,n+l = Pm+l.n+lQm,n - Pm,nQm+l.n+l 
= (-l)“(A m,n+&L-m) ~+~+l. 
In view of (4), if A,-l,, # 0, for n 3 no and m fixed, 
(4) 
Fm,,(x) = F,,,,(x) + (-l)m nfl +f Q ;&;;+‘i’ ( 
) 3 (5) i=n, m  1.2 7n.E m,z+1X 
and if Ai,i+, # 0 for i > m, and p 3 0 fixed, 
m-1 
F m.m+e(X) = Fm,,m,+,(x) + c (-lji & Qi i+v;;jN;,+za;l ( ) . (6) 
i=m, z+1*z+v+1 X 
The rational functions in (5) and (6) lie, respectively, in the n-th row and the 
p-th diagonal file of the PadC table of F. The latter correspond to the 
approximants of certain P-fractions. 
MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we use the representations (5) and (6) to study the con- 
vergences of rows and diagonal files of PadC approximants for functions of 
the form 
where it is assumed that 
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For convenience, let S(m) denote the set of m-tuples k = (k, , k, ,..., k,) 
of nonnegative integers with k, < k, < *.. < k, , and, also let K = 
(1, 2, 3,..., m). Furthermore, for each pair (m, n) and k E S(m), let 
Ti,, = A,,A,, **a Ak,(aklaKz ... ak,)-(“‘+“’ 
and 
T:,,,(x) = T:,, ii (1 - $). 
"4 Y  
LEMMA 1. For F(x) of the form (7) andfor n 3 m, we have 
d,-l,, = (-l)m(m-1)‘2 1 T:,, 
kES(rn) 
A,,,(x) = (-l)m(m-1)‘2 c T;,,(x). 
keS(m) 
aki)2 
(8) 
(9) 
Proof. If F(x) = Cl,, c,xn it is easy to see that c, = xi”=, A,a;+l. 
Substituting these into d,-1,, yields, 
m-1 
akl .‘. akl 
. . . 
m-1 
akm “’ ak, 
= ,zk Ak@k, .‘. Ak&klak, .‘. akm)-(nfm) 
il#ij 
x a~p1a~-2 ..a a& l<i;<m (‘kt - ‘d- 
The sum of the m! terms in this series which involves the indices 
k,<k,<**.<k,,,is 
Akl “. &&fk, --* Uk,)-(n+m) l<i~<m (ale, - akj) c &a~e1a~e2 “’ ai; 
. . 
= (4)m(m-1)/2 Akl . . . Ak,(akl . . . akm)-(n+m) 
l<i.t<m (‘kj - ‘d2 
. . 
= (- 1)“‘+42 T;, ,  . 
This proves the first assertion of the lemma and the second is proved in a 
similar manner. 
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We shall say that F(x) satisfies condition D, provided 
i.e., the leading term of the sum C Ti*, is dominant on the p-th diagonal 
file. We can now state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let F(x) satisfy condition D, for p = 0. Then for each 
p > 0 we have, 
6) I A m,m+p+l/A,,--l,m+p I < I ala2 ~1. a,/2 .2 ..* 2 j--2 for all suficiently 
large m, 
(ii) limm+m Qm,m+9(~) = n:, (1 - x/a,) uniformly on any bounded set, 
and 
(iii) limm+, F,,,+,(x) = F(x), th e convergence being uniform on any 
compact set bounded away from the poles of F. 
COROLLARY 1. Let F(x) be as in the theorem. Then the P-fractions corre- 
sponding to the series x-~F(x), for each k 3 0, converge uniformly to x-“F(x) 
on any compact set bounded away from the poles. 
Before proving Theorem 2 we state a corresponding theorem for rows of 
the PadC table. This theorem gives the primary motivation for the condition 
D, and most of its content can be found in Perron [3, pp. 265-2701. We 
shall, however, sketch a simplified proof based on the formulas developed 
above for functions of the form (7). 
THEOREM 3. Let F(x) be of the form (7). Then for each m 3 0 we have 
(9 linbrn ~kaS(n) 1 T:, ,  l/i T: , ,  I = 1, 
(ii) limla-tm 1 A m.la+l/&-l.n lljn = I am+l l-l, 
(iii) limn+m Qm.&) = Ill, (1 - x/a,) uniformly, 
(iv) limn-tm F,,&x) = F(x), the convergence being uniform in the region 
defined by I x I < 1 a,,, 1 -E, 1 x - ai 1 > E > 0, i = I,2 ,..., m. Furthermore, 
the sequence diverges for I x I > I a,,, I. 
Proof of Theorem 2. From the definition of Tk,m+z, and condition D, 
we have 
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as m + co. Hence for sufficiently large m, 
c I cm,, I < a I CL+, I 
k#K 
(10) 
and hence by (9, I LL,+~ I > 
I ~kn+z, I - c I T;m+, I 2 it I T,K,,+, I > 0. (11) 
Therefore, 
c I T:,m+s 
k#K 
k#K 
l/l 4n-l.m+P I G 
It follows from this and Lemma 1, 
2 c I Tim+, 
k#K 
that 
l/l T&n+, I - 0. 
I Qm,m+&) - fi (1 - c-1 
(-l)m(m-1)‘2 c Tk 
A,-,m+, k#K m’m+= 
for all \ x ) < R. This proves (ii). 
From (9) and (IO), with p replaced by p + 1, we see that 1 Am,m+9+1 / < 
8 I T~+m+o+1 I and hence on combining with (11) yields 
IA na.m+v+llfL-1.m+s I 
G % I T:,,,,,, l/S I Tkn+, I 
= 3 I &+&,+1 I I %+, rp--l I w% *** %I l-2 zn I 1 - @ilGn+312 
G I wz a** a,/2 * 2 *‘- 2 l-2, 
for sufficiently large m. This proves (i). 
Now let D denote a bounded connected region containing the origin and 
which is bounded away from the poles of F(x). By the uniform convergence 
in (ii), there exists 6 > 0 and an index m, such that if m 2 m,, , 
I Qm.m+pW 3 6 for all x ED. Let R = diam (0) and choose m, 3 m, 
such that I ui I > 4R for all i > m, . Then for all x E D, 
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It follows from this and the representation (6) that the sequence 
Vm.m+s( ) x : m = 0, 1,2,...} converges uniformly in D to some holomorphic 
function G(x). To see that G(x) = F(x) in D observe that from (3) it follows 
that for sufficiently large m, 
F ,*,+,(x) = cg + ClX + ..* + Czm+sX2m+P + dzm+p+1X2m+e+1 + -.. 
is some neighborhood of the origin. Hence FEL+JO) = n!c, for m > n/2. 
By the uniform convergence we conclude that 
e?%dO) -Gzz+ Gcn)(0) so Gcn)(0) = n! c, for every n. 
Hence, F(x) = G(x) in D. This proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Using the identity 
@,,a,, . . . ak,)-2m+2 &fO @k, - UkJ2 = j--j 6;; - ai;)2> w 
. . l<i<i<rn 
it is easy to see that 
<Ma, I i 
n-m‘ 
-+O as n-+co. 
urn+, 
(13) 
This proves (i). 
Using this, we get 
Il@wz/T~,n)l - 1 I d I@n-~nlTkJ - 1 I < c I T%, I/I T,K,, I G 0, 
k#K 
(14) 
and since 
I T~+,,n+,IT,,, I = c I a,,, 7, 
where c is a nonzero constant independent of n it follows that 
A m.n+1 l/S 
K 
m+1.n+1 
II' I 
A,-l w  IIn d 
TK m.n 
TK m+1.n+1 
T:.ll. 
I a,+, 1-l. 
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This proves (ii). From (9), (13) and (14) we conclude that 
j Qm,n(x) - fi (1 - +)I 
V=l 
< 2 C I Ti,, l/l T,K,n I I T:,nlAm-1.n I fi (1 + &) n-)co- 0 
k#K "4 Y  
for I x I < R, hence (iii) holds. Part (iv) follows by applying (ii) and (iii) 
to the sum (5) and using the argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 2. 
SIMPLE SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
In this section we establish simple sufficient conditions such that the 
leading term of & I T,!& ( is d ominant; and hence that Theorem 2 holds. 
LEMMA 2. Let {B,} be a sequence of positive real numbers. A necessary 
and su$cient condition that the leading term of the sum xkEstrn) BkIBk2 ... Bkm 
be dominant as m -+ co is that B,,+JBn. --+ 0. 
ProoJ: Set 
and T,,, = R, + R,R,-, + .‘- + R,R+, -.- R, . 
Evidently, 
0 < B&B,,, < c Bk,Bk, 1.. B,+,,/BlB2 ... B, < T,,, . 
KZK 
We need only show that Bm+JBm + 0 implies that T, + 0. It is easy to see 
that our condition implies that R, --f 0; hence choose N 3 i 3 N implies 
Ri < 8. Put L = max{T, : 1 < i < N}. Then for m > N, 
T, < $ + (l/2’) + *** + (l/2”-“)[R, + RNRNpl + a-. + RN ... R,] 
<l+TN<L+l. 
Therefore, Ti < L + 1 for all i and hence 0 < T, = R&l + T,-J < 
R&L + 2) -+ 0 as m + 00. This proves the lemma. 
640/6/3-3 
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THEOREM 4. Theorem 2 holds provided F(x) satisfies 
(4 I(~,+l/~,>(a~/a,+l)zl - 0 as m - 00, 
and 
(B) There exists a constant A4 such that for all suficiently large m and 
all k E S(m) we have Mmk < M, where M,” denotes the quantity 
Proof. Let B, = 1 A,,/an2 /. By the lemma, 
c iT&,l//T~,,l GM2 c IBkIBlc;..Bk,/B~B2...BmI~Oasm-co; 
k#K k#K 
hence the result. 
THEOREM 5. Condition B of Theorem 4 holds, provided 
(a) lim sup 1 a,/a,+, 1 = y < 1, and 
(b) for some 8, , 
lim sup / 8, - 8, I < +zo.+(y/2), 
where a, = j a,, / exp(i0,) and --7~ < 0, < n. 
Remark. Taking a, = n2 and k = (1,2,..., m - 1, m + 1) one finds 
that AI,” = 2(m + l)/(l + l/m) 2m + co as m -+ cc so the bound M does 
not exist in this case. Condition (b) enters in order to make use of the 
observation that if I x I < y < 1 and I argx 1 < cos-l(y/2), then I 1 - x / < 1. 
Proof of the Theorem. We may choose y,, such that y < y,, < 1 and 
lim sup / 8, - 8, I < +c0s-~(~~/2) < &OS-l(7~/2). Hence there exists N,, such 
that’ n 3 NO implies 1 an/a,+, 1 < yO and 1 arg(aJa& < cos3y,/2) for 
j > i > NO . Since also I ai/aj / < yd-” < yO it follows from the above remark 
that 
1 - &’ < / 1 - (ai/aJ < 1 whenever j > i > N,, . 
Choose Nl > N,, such that if 1 ,( i < N,, andj b Nl then $ < I 1 - (ai/aj)l < 2. 
Put p = 4”o/nTc1 (1 - yt) and choose r such that rO’p < 1. Then set 
N = NI + r and X = minlGi<jglv I a;l - a,’ I. We claim that a bound 
satisfying the requirements of the theorem is given by 
M = max /(*)N(N-1)‘2, ~‘1. 
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Clearly M suffices when m < N. We use induction on m when m 3 N and 
distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. k,-,+, = m - r + 1. Then kj=j for l<j<m-rfl. 
The factors in the numerator and denominator of the product A4:+, for 
which 1 < i < j < m - r + 1 cancel, and upon writing out the remaining 
factors and using the above estimates for / 1 - (aJaJ one can show that 
Hence M suffices in this case. 
Case 2. km-r+l #m-r+l.Thenkj>jform-r+l <j<m+l. 
Using the induction hypothesis one can show that 
This proves the theorem. 
Summarizing, we have 
THEOREM 6. IfF(x) = ~,~l (&/a, - x) satisfies the conditions 
(9 I(~,+l/~,><a,z/a”,+l>I - 0 as n - 02 
(ii) lim sup 1 an/an+l ] = y < 1, and 
(iii) For some B,, , lim sup I 8, - 8, I < &OS-‘(r/2), then the sequence 
{F m,nz+D(~)}, p 3 0, converge uniformly on any compact set bounded away 
from the poles of F(x). Hence the P-fractions corresponding to the series 
x-‘“F(x), k > 0, converge. 
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